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Assessing the profit impact of ECR

FOREWORD

You get what you measure  -  A bridge between supply and demand
Do you have a well run company, but nevertheless feel that you ought to be able to generate more profits ?
Are you uncertain about what ECR brings to your bottom line ?
Do you also believe that there are many hidden costs in your system, which are difficult to define?
Perhaps you also feel that you could build additional consumer value and become more competitive, if
only you could meet consumer needs with optimal structural costs ?

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, then you will be interested in this guidebook.
Our Profit Impact of ECR Task Force (PIETF) has developed and tested a methodology for creating a
better understanding of what drives true costs and profitability.

PIETF has created a common language between trading partners. A common methodology and com-
mon quantification tool are major enablers in building a productive ECR relationship.
This methodology serves as a bridge between supply and demand. Different demand strategies will
result in different resource requirements, and therefore different supply strategies. Understanding True
Costs/Profits allows us to optimally link demand with supply.

This guidebook was made possible by the contributions of the members of ECR Europe. Their leader-
ship and direction, their willingness to share information and the results and findings of projects under-
taken in support of this study, have greatly enhanced the content of this book. On behalf of the ECR
Europe Board, we would like to thank all those listed hereafter who willingly gave their time and exper-
tise as members of the Profit Impact of ECR Task Force (PIETF), reviewing and providing input for
this book.

One of the main goals of this guidebook was to be as practical and user-friendly as possible. Therefore,
we have tried to include as much experience as possible from the PIETF pilot work. We hope that this 
framework will serve as a valuable reference point in assessing the profit impact of projects for ECR 
partners and potential partners. We also hope that this guidebook will help to spread a common lan-
guage throughout the supply chain, and to develop a mutual understanding between trading partners.

Urs Meier Johan De Zeure
Usego Procter & Gamble

Co-chairs - Profit Impact of ECR Task Force
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Assessing the profit impact of ECR

Since the start of ECR Europe in 1994, tremendous progress has been made. Many ECR pilots and
some important broadscale applications have been launched throughout Europe while participation

in the ECR Europe congresses continues to grow apace.

However, there are still a number of obstacles to achieving full penetration of the ECR concept. One
of the most critical of these is a lack of belief in the figures associated with the benefits of ECR

application. Furthermore there is no universally accepted method of measuring the benefits produced.
Retailers in particular have voiced concern over the problems associated with the lack of a measurement
system.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Measurement is one
of the key enablers

for achieving full pene-
tration of ECR through-
out the industry. Benefits
levels of various ECR
applications can only be
established when credible
results have been
demonstrated.

The existence of
norms will not only

lead to ECR practices
being embraced by larger
corporations but will also
encourage medium and smaller size enterprises to utilize them. Ultimately the full benefits of ECR will
be realized when system and application diversity is reduced within the retailing and manufacturing
environment. This in turn will help all partners across the supply chain to achieve the ultimate goal of
ECR, which is to deliver a maximum degree of consumer value.

The use of a common measurement process and measurement tool carries a number of other signifi-
cant benefits. A greater knowledge of the costs along the whole supply chain will sharpen managers’

awareness of the impact that changing just one single activity may have, not only on the bottom line, but
also on the category and ultimately on the target shopper. Thus a good measurement capability must be
viewed as both a powerful strategic tool and as a means of optimizing operational efficiency.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Assessing the profit impact of ECR

Corporate strategies
often recognize the

need to maximize the
firm value. However,
reward systems within
firms often encourage
sub-optimal behaviour
by failing to recognize
the business-wide “cross-
functional” and inter-
business impacts of deci-
sions (total chain view
versus half chain view).
Without addressing these
issues, the opportunities
to improve net profitabi-
lity through better ECR quantification will not become an ongoing and accepted reality but will 
simply remain a one-off project-based impact. 

One of the most
obvious benefits

that can result from a
common measurement
method is the step chan-
ge it can produce to the
enterprise mindset. This
applies particularly to the
measurement and the
reward of the retail buyer,
whose performance has
traditionally been rated
by improvement in gross
margin. 

The new mindset
should focus on the

implications of change in
the supplier-retailer-
consumer interface and
how it affects the 
management of the
enterprise, ranging from
corporate strategy,
through category manage-
ment, to improved service
to the consumer.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This guidebook
reflects the work,

findings and output of
the Profit Impact of ECR
Task Force. Fourteen
companies - retailers,
wholesalers and manufac-
turers - have worked
intensively to develop
and test a  means of mea-
suring the effect on profit
from any ECR applica-
tion. The group coopera-
ted in four different pilots
on both the supply side
and the demand side.

■ ICA/Procter & Gamble in Sweden: 
Quantification of the impact of assortment changes on the dish care category

■ Albert Heijn / Lever / Procter & Gamble in the Netherlands: 
Quantification of the benefits from pallet labelling to simplify the control of goods

■ Usego/Nestlé in Switzerland:
Quantification of the impact of a leaner flow of goods based on a new, commonly 
agreed procedure of checking goods and processing information

■ Tesco/Procter & Gamble in United Kingdom: 
Using net profit data to support customer-focused category decision-making

Recognising that major obstacles to retailer-manufacturer cooperation stem from a lack of alignment
around the cost and profit implications of individual actions, the group understood the need for a

common language, a common methodology and a commonly-accepted tool to quantify the impact of
joint ECR work. Common languages, methodologies and tools are not only valuable in projects across
companies but also across functions. Additionally they serve to clearly identify the impact that one func-
tion’s decisions may have on another.

The group used a tool from PAP which proved to be effective in demonstrating the value of quantifying
via common tools and capable of measuring the impact of decisions on both the supply and demand
side of the business.
Previous publications have focused heavily on complex descriptions of the quantification process. The
approach developed by the Task Force and outlined in this guidebook utilizes a practical, relatively
simple process that has proven to be both accurate and easy to use, and thus provides a key ECR enabler.

Against this background this guidebook provides an overview of recommended steps to assess the pro-
fit impact of ECR projects, and details a clear process to follow. The tools and concepts used within the
process will also be introduced briefly so that they can be applied as required in any given situation.

Assessing the profit impact of ECR 11
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MEASURING COSTS AND PROFITS IN ECR

Assessing the profit impact of ECR

ECR is about increasing consumer/ shopper value while optimizing the supply chain, and so gene-
rating profitable growth for the trading partners involved. Understanding true cost and profits is

the bridge between supply and demand, enabling the underlying strategies to be optimally linked and
the necessary resources to be coherently managed. A cornerstone for measuring the impact that the
various operating activities have on cost and profit is Activity Based Costing (ABC).

The following section provides a brief overview on how to leverage true cost and profit in the four key
ECR practices (i.e. Efficient Replenishment, Efficient Assortment, Efficient Pricing  & Promotions and
Efficient Product Introductions). It also discusses the significance of overall business performance mea-
sures as a means of achieving the ultimate goal of enhanced consumer and shopper value.

■ Supply Management - Efficient Replenishment
An understanding of supply chain activities, cost drivers and real operating costs is essential in order to
achieve optimal cost in the total supply chain. This will be achieved by : 
• Identifying cost reduction opportunities along the supply chain, by for example determining where 

non-value-adding activities that can be reduced or eliminated are residing, and where activities 
can be relocated to more efficient places within the supply chain.

• Quantifying the cost impact that specific logistics improvement concepts have on the total supply 
chain (e.g. cross-docking, continuous replenishment, etc.)

• Designing cost-based and process-oriented trading terms which encourage efficient behaviour of 
trading partners, resulting in optimal cost for the total supply chain.

It is important that changes in operating costs of a category or SKU are reflected in the category deci-
sion-making process and that an effective link between the commercial and the supply sides of the busi-
ness is achieved and maintained.

■ Demand Management
Net profit should be one common measure in the category decision-making process;  gross profit mea-
sures are misleading as they do not reflect operating cost. Specific net profit objectives will vary, 
depending on the role of the category and the strategies that are being pursued. For retailers, for
example, the importance of net profit relative to consumer and market measures increases as the role of
the category goes from “destination” to “convenience”.

Efficient Assortment
Net profit is one important element of decision-making for assortment and shelving. The role of net
profit will in turn depend on the category role and strategies. In a “traffic building” category, for ins-
tance, net profit represents only a final check in the efficient assortment process. However, it is a key
decision criterion when “profit generating” is the category strategy. In this case, net profit should consi-
derably influence product assortments and shelf space allocation.

Efficient Pricing and Promotion
It goes without saying that the impact of promotions on operating costs should be reflected in promo-
tional decision-making. When considering roles and strategies for the category, an understanding of the
net incremental revenue generated by the promotion (both for the category and total store), together
with an understanding of the promotion's operating costs, will be required to optimize promotional
programs. Net profit is also a major consideration when deciding on the pricing strategy for the 
category and specific SKUs.

Efficient Product Introduction
The decision process closely resembles that of the Efficient Assortment Process, and so net profit should
be considered in a similar way. An additional consideration, however, with both product introductions
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MEASURING COSTS AND PROFITS IN ECR

and discontinuations is to understand the related operating costs along the supply chain. This will help
to optimize the introduction process.

■ Category Performance Measures
Companies should use a balanced set of measures to assess the performance of a category. This will
include consumer, market, financial and productivity measures (see table below and refer also to the
ECR Europe Category  Management Best Practices Report). Operating cost and net profit are in them-
selves key financial measures. In addition, an understanding of the key drivers for operating cost helps
to identify the effective productivity measures that drive optimal costs (e.g. sales per sqm, inventory
turns, shelf capacity in days, etc.).
Corporate financial objectives must be aligned to performance measures and must form the basis for
reward and recognition throughout the organization. This will drive optimal behaviour on an ongoing
basis.

In conclusion, ECR can increase consumer/shopper value while optimizing the supply chain - which
ultimately results in profitable growth for the trading partners involved. Without an understanding of
operating costs along the supply chain and the net profit of categories and SKUs, business-wide and
inter-business behaviour patterns will remain sub-optimal in maximizing both consumer value and  the
value of the enterprises.
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Consumer Market Productivity Financial

Overall
Corporate

Performance

• Household penetration
• Average market basket
• Loyal shopper %
• Overall store rating

• Category closure rate
• Category average basket

spending
• Loyalty (share 

of requirements)
• % Out of stocks

• Category value rating

• Category overall
rating / store

• % Out of stocks
• DC to store service 

level

• Market share

• Category share

• Price differences 
vs competition

• Category share

• Market share 
of new items

• Category share

• ECR Scorecard 
“supply management”
score vs industry

• Operating expenses
as % of sales

• Inventory turns
• % full trucks
• % invoice accuracy

• Operating expenses
as % of sales

• Return on assets
• Sales per sq.meter
• Inventory turns

• Sales per sq meter
• Inventory turns
• Occupancy costs 

as % of sales
• Return on investment

• % accuracy of forecasts
• Operating costs of price

changes and promotion

• New items success rate
• Cost of new items 

introduction
& old items discontinuation

• Time to achieve target 
distribution

• Turnover
• Gross profit
• True profit
• Operating cash flow
• Same store sales

• Category turnover
• Category true profit

• Turnover of new items
• Category turnover

growth
• Category true profit

• Category turnover
growth

• Category true profit

• Promotion volume
as % of turnover

• Incremental volume 
of promotions

• Category true profit
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& Shelving

Efficient
Pricing 

& Promotion

Efficient
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Efficient
Replenishment
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Align across functions and with corporate objectives
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Track with category management score-card

Example of Category Management Measures
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PIETF
“6-step approach”

PIETF “Activity List” 
& “Activity Wizard”

PAP ECR Profit Model 
or other quantification tools

Assessing
the profit impact of ECR

The first objective of the guidebook is to help ECR partners assess the impact of their ECR Supply or
Demand side project on operating cost and profits, both internally and for the whole supply chain.

Some projects may not be mutually beneficial. They are nevertheless worthwhile since they remove
unnecessary costs from the whole chain. This is the second objective of the book: to provide both part-
ners with a global, in-depth view of the activities and related costs along the chain.

The third objective is to assist partners in understanding how their costs vary and the underlying causes
of costs variation, in order to identify opportunities for improving supply chain performance.

This book is intended to be a practical, easy-to-use guide for people from different backgrounds and at
different levels in the partners' organization.
To this end, our group has developed a simple and logical 6-step methodology and an “Activity Wizard”
and has successfully used a quantification tool, the PAP ECR Profit Model. By using a common tool
and methodology, with proven ability to perform well in various European countries and business envi-
ronments, the parties will be able to develop a common language and common understanding of both
individual and joint activities. 

The 6-step approach will be detailed in the following chapters. To keep it lively and practical, each step
of the methodology has an introduction, outlines the detailed process and the expected outcome of the
step, and is illustrated by pilot experience or business cases. 

The “Activity List” and the “Activity Wizard” will facilitate the mapping of activities, which is a key step
in the measurement process. The “Activity List” and the “Activity Wizard” can be found at the back of
the book. More details on those tools developed by our group can also be found in the appendices.

The Profit Impact of ECR Task Force has used the PAP ECR Profit Model in their pilot projects to link
costs to activities and to quantify the impact on cost and profits of different ECR improvement
concepts. This tool has proven very effective - however, we would like to invite other tool developers
and suppliers to support this important aspect of ECR with appropriate tools. A list of key methodo-
logy and functionality requirements that an advanced quantification tool should fulfill is included in
the appendix to this guidebook.

To make it clear and to get expectations right, none of the above tools can do the quantification on its
own. To successfully assess the impact ECR projects have on operating cost and profits requires levera-
ging all 3 components in combination. The guidebook describes the process and when and how to use
which tool.

To note, this approach was designed to assess the cost and profit impact of both demand and supply
side projects. However, this methodology is not designed to help partners evaluate the additional reve-
nues arising from such projects: this point has to be taken into consideration when running simulations
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DESCRIPTION OF PILOTS

Assessing the profit impact of ECR

The task force applied the agreed upon methodology and tools. Throughout this book various illus-
trations of this pilot work will be provided in the form of “Pilot Experience”, highlighting the main

learning points from the participants of the pilots.
Four pilots were conducted: two for the supply side and two for the demand side.

Supply side
On the supply side, the Usego / Nestlé Pilot demonstrated that costs and benefits resulting from pro-
cess re-engineering occurred asymetrically in the value chain but resulted in overall net savings.
Nestlé enabled Usego to significantly reduce their checking procedure on incoming goods with a com-
monly defined procedure of picking and checking loads, with a small one-off investment in a software
tool and by marginal incremental time spent checking outgoing goods. They will continue to apply the
lessons learned from this project with other partners.

Albert Heijn / Lever / Procter & Gamble focused on optimizing and integrating the logistics chain bet-
ween supplier and retailer by increasing the reliability of data and processes. The objective of the pro-
ject was to develop an accepted (international) standard for using the EDI Advanced Shipment
Notification in combination with the EAN 128 communication for pallet coding. By using the
“Activity Wizard”, a shared collaborative approach was supported and simulated in preparing the setup
of an effective pilot project. The pilot laid the foundation for a unified effect measurement and provi-
ded better insight into the areas of improvement. Estimates of costs and savings were provided by model
simulations. This provided guidance for implementing, tracking and evaluating this “pallet label” pilot
project in an clear and harmonized approach.

Demand Side
The ICA / Procter & Gamble pilot leveraged net profit data in assortment decision-making within a 
specific category. Significant lessons were learned regarding the impact that both effective space manage-
ment and different logistics techniques have on the net profitability of SKUs and the category as a whole.
One key learning was the power of Activity Based Costing within the category decision-making process.
Properly leveraged with the demand data, Activity Based Costing is a valuable tool for improving consu-
mer value. The standard approach used can be reapplied to other categories within ICA’s operations. In
addition, leveraging a standard tool (PAP ECR Profit Model) significantly simplified the project process.

20



DESCRIPTION OF PILOTS

The Tesco / Procter & Gamble pilot focused on understanding the net profitability of the SKUs and
segments within a category and then modeling the profit impact of specific changes to the category. The
primary focus of demand decisions is the shopper. Net profitability information provides a valuable
complement to the shopper data. The changes resulting from this pilot reflected opportunities both in
the allocation of space within the category and also in relation to the logistics of the category. Valuable
lessons  were learned by analyzing specific category changes, ensuring effective alignment of project
goals linked to corporate strategies and linking in stakeholders from different functions. 
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

Assessing the profit impact of ECR

Costs and profits linked to ECR projects can be a sensitive subject and a matter of controversy 
between those who do believe that serious gains and better consumer satisfaction can be achieved

through ECR projects and those who do not. It is also a subject of controversy between partners who
would like to assess their respective investment. For this reason, the ECR Board entrusted the PIETF
with the task of developing a standard approach to assess the profit impact of ECR projects. 

This 6-step approach is very straightforward and combines a sequence of simple steps that will enable
partners to detail what they do at present, what they want to do as ECR partners in the future and how
much it is going to cost them. 

The benefits of using this standard and simple methodology are numerous. Among them, working as
partners within a common framework will develop a common language, understanding and approach
to the supply chain for trading partners. 

This approach has also been designed to serve as a simulation tool. Partners will be able to assess the
potential implications of their pilot work before actually implementing it. 

A map of the methodology is given hereafter. A clear outcome is expected at the end of each step.
Certain tools such as the “Activity Wizard” are suggested for each step of the methodology to facilitate
the work of the partners.

This methodology was successfully tested on four different pilots and in different European countries.
Therefore, the PIETF is confident that it will meet the measurement requirements of any conceivable
ECR project.
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Process

Agreeing on
objectives

Outcome

• Agree on improvement areas
• Agree on performance indica-

tors / agree on specific targets

Common understanding 
of key activities involved

Common understanding 
of key activities and associated

costs & drivers

Understanding of cost impact 
on addressed supply chain 

(reduced number of activities, 
cost of activities, etc.)

Linking activities 
to costs & drivers

• Computing actual costs for 
current scenario and potential
costs for new scenario

• Validating output

Evaluating potential impact 
and implications

• Computing actual costs 
for new scenario

• Evaluating actual impact 
and implications

• Actual results
• Comparisons with agreed 

targets
• Common understanding 

of variances

• PAP ECR Profit Model, DPP,
or other companies’ models

• Gap analysis of agreed 
performance indicators

• Full understanding of profit 
potential, costs & non-costs 
implications

• Linkage to agreed performance
indicators / target refinements

• Implementation decision

PAP ECR Profit Model, DPP, 
or other companies’ models

Activity List and Wizard

Activity list and wizard, 
PAP ECR Profit Model, 

industry standards

PAP ECR Profit Model, DPP, 
or other companies’ models

Indicative tools

ECR scorecard, SWOT analysis
Companies’ performance 

indicators

Mapping 
current 

activities

Mapping new
activities

Implement

PIETF 6-step approach

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6
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Assessing the profit impact of ECR

■ STEP 1: AGREEING ON OBJECTIVES

In order to obtain common objectives for the ECR relationship, suitable objectives must be set. This
is the most crucial part of any project. 

At the outset, both partners must consider existing internal, external and joint strategies. Objectives
should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Timebound (SMART). 

The parties should be realistic about their capabilities. The state of their  relationship and rules of engage-
ment must be clearly set out and agreed upon before the start. 

Resources committed to the project and the expected outcome also need to be clearly defined in this
phase.

While the overall objectives may be cost reduction or process improvement oriented, partners should
clarify the appropriate level of detail required.
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Process

Agreeing on objectives

• Agree on improvement areas
• Agree on performance 

indicators / agree on specific
targets

ECR scorecard,
SWOT analysis,

companies’ performance
indicators

Outcome Indicative tools

• Specific: Objectives must relate to identifiable, clearly defined results for the project, be they quan-
titative or qualitative in nature.

• Measurable: There should be an agreed set of performance indicators against which the projected
results or improvements can be measured; these can be financial or may be ECR Scorecard, or bench-
mark comparisons. In addition, any investments and rates of return should be considered.

• Achievable: Many objectives are over or under ambitious. A demanding but realistic assessment of
capabilities will lead the setting of achievable objectives.

• Relevant: Objectives should be aligned with the overall corporate strategies of both partners but
also support the objectives of the disciplines involved.

• Timebound: Projects tend to suffer from over, or under management of time. Expected elapsed
times are often shorter then those experienced in reality. At the outset, an emphasis on concurrent
rather than sequential management when setting time lines is important. Without a firm timetable,
nothing will be completed.

Step 1
Agreeing on objectives

Step 2
Mapping current 
and new activities

Step 3
Linking activities 

to costs and drivers

Step 4
Computing costs 
Validating output

Step 5
Evaluating potential

impact and implications

Step 6 Computing and
evaluating actual costs

and implications
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PROCESS

To achieve agreed upon objectives each partner should formalize the approach and define expectations.
Having done this, partners should, where necessary and appropriate, harmonize their goals.

Assessing the profit impact of ECR 27

Internal preparation
of each partner

• Undertake ECR maturity profiling
and assess overall strategy and qualita-
tive areas of poor performance (consi-
der long-term issues)

• Identify areas of opportunity (Relate
to the qualitative and quantitative
issues identified to the high level/ ECR
strategy )

• Establish return on investment mea-
sures and criteria

• Assess timescale, skills, learning,
data, modelling and implementation
issues (ensure adequate project cham-
pioning at appropriate level)

Joint activities
of both partners

• Establish contacts with relevant
people at trading partner and establish
level of interest 

• Consider the rules of engagement
under which you might proceed and
complete a joint ECR Maturity profile

• Establish what you want to achieve
and what  the issues and questions you
need to answer are

• Seek commitment to proceed and
develop agreement on rules of engage-
ment 

• Assess the maturity profile and agree
what actions and level of information
are required for  desired improvements

• Seek clarification of any issues or
concerns relating to the areas highligh-
ted in the exercise to date

• Finalize agreement on rules of engage-
ment 

• Identify areas for mutual improvement

• Agree on level of information to be
utilised

• Agree on specific, achievable measu-
rable, relevant, and timebound objec-
tives 

• Agree on timetable, resources required

• Identify the project controllers

• Develop data formats for data collection

Tools to be applied: 
ECR scorecard, SWOT analysis, companies’ performance indicators

Step 1
Agreeing on objectives

Step 2
Mapping current 
and new activities

Step 3
Linking activities 

to costs and drivers

Step 4
Computing costs 
Validating output

Step 5
Evaluating potential

impact and implications

Step 6 Computing and
evaluating actual costs

and implications
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Assessing the profit impact of ECR

OUTCOME

At the end of this step, improvement areas, performance indicators, targets and resources have been
jointly agreed and specified.
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Identified
improvement areas

Selected
performance indicators

Defined specific targets

Selected resources 
and determined time frame

• From bulk to cross-docking
• From paper to EDI
• From manual to automated store ordering
• Balancing “traffic builders” and “sleepers”

• % full truck loads
• % perfect orders
• % errors
• Category movement
• True Profit

• 30% increase in FTL's, 10% decrease 
in picking activity

• 90% EDI penetration
• 95% perfect orders
• 1.5% True Profit improvement

• 30% of logistic management time 
for three months

• 35% of category management time for 
4 months

• …

Step 1
Agreeing on objectives

Step 2
Mapping current 
and new activities

Step 3
Linking activities 

to costs and drivers

Step 4
Computing costs 
Validating output

Step 5
Evaluating potential

impact and implications

Step 6 Computing and
evaluating actual costs

and implications

Example



THE 6-STEP APPROACH

PILOT EXPERIENCE

In the ICA/ Procter & Gamble Pilot, clearly setting the objectives and the organisation of the project
were crucial in ensuring the success of the pilot results measurement process.

What was intended?
The objective was to improve profitability  of the category in line with the category role and strategy,
or more specifically:
• To assess the feasibility for a retailer of using a standard model when carrying out a true profit analy-
sis based on ABC methodology. 
• To understand the true profitability of the various SKUs within the ICA dish category to complement
consumer and market data as a basis for category management decisions (i.e. assortment).
• To test a new category strategy for dish care products and to use ABC to measure the respective true
profit impacts.

What was done?
Costs of the value chain from warehouse to cash register were measured and allocated to the categories
and the SKUs. The Category Profit Model (a tool developed by Procter & Gamble) was initially used
to carry out the ABC analysis. Industry standards were used where feasible. The analysis was also per-
formed with the PAP ECR Profit Model delivering the same results.

Example of profit and cost assessment timeline

What has been achieved?
• True Profit versus Gross Profit was determined for the products (high and low performers identified).
• A series of scenarios was developed to improve category profitability.
• A new category strategy to be tested in one pilot store was agreed on.
• Methodology and tools were developed for reapplication in other categories.
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Process Who Timing

• Gather required data ICA < Jan. 14
Procter & Gamble

• Calculate True Profit with CPM Procter & Gamble < Jan. 26

• Adjust preliminary results ICA < Mid February
and re-calculate True Profit Procter & Gamble

• Present findings to ICA/Procter ICA < March
& Gamble ECR organizations Procter & Gamble
and decide to test a revised
category strategy
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

Assessing the profit impact of ECR

■ STEP 2: MAPPING CURRENT AND NEW ACTIVITIES

The next stage of the process is to map or identify what activities are occurring and their place in
the value / supply chain.

This process is a critical point in the whole project as both partners develop a mutual understanding of
what is being done and by whom. It is also critical for establishing the base against which to measure
the quantitative impact of projects and assess the potential qualitative implications.

To assist readers in this work, a standard list of activities has been created by the PIETF. It lists many
activities undertaken on both supply and demand side management, from high to individual level.
These activities are structured and organised by the PIETF “Activity Wizard” to facilitate their selection
and mapping. The reader will find a chapter describing capabilities of the “Activity Wizard”in the
appendix. The software is on the CD-Rom accompanying this guidebook.

However, mapping the activities can also be achieved by simply listing in numeric sequence the existing
activities. In essence, the objective is to flow map or sequentially record what is being done and by
whom in an agreed way. 

One of the most important findings of the group was that by using a common platform, like the
“Activity List”, the effectiveness and efficiency of the joint task is significantly enhanced.
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Mapping
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of key activities involved
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

PROCESS

The relevant activities are first mapped by each individual partner and then individually examined. By
this means, each partner gains a full understanding of the whole process. The “Activity Wizard” facili-
tates and accelerates this process.

Care should be taken to involve all the departments concerned in this step. As explained later in the
pilot findings, consensus on the current and new activities within each organization and between 
partners must be reached before measurement begins.
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Tools to be applied: 
“Activity List and Wizard” (see appendix)
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Partner 1
activities

Partner 2
activities

Total chain
current activities

Total chain
new activities

• Individual activity mapping
• Involvement of all functions affected

• Joint appraisal of current activities

• Identifying new activities
• Focusing on affected activities



THE 6-STEP APPROACH

Assessing the profit impact of ECR

OUTCOME

Based on the intensive screening process which is jointly performed by the functional experts of both
partners, an in-depth understanding of the key activities affected by the new process is gained. This is
critical for the success of the project, since these activities form the basis for determining cost drivers.
These in turn are an integral, defining part of the model.
More detail on the “Activity List and Wizard” can be obtained from chapters 2 and 3 of the appendix. 

PILOT EXPERIENCE

The process of mapping activities in the Albert Heijn / Lever/ Procter & Gamble pilot was an iterative
process involving various functions of the companies. It enabled partners to develop a consensus both
within each organisation and between the three partners, to successfully map activities, hence facilitat-
ing the following steps.

What was intended?
Quantification of the benefits from pallet coding, used  to simplify the supply chain by eliminating
control tasks. 

What was done?
The major time components for the current and new activities were mapped: 
• Preparation of papers / picking orders,
• Preparation of documents and loading orders,
• Waiting time for truck unloading,
• Reception and control,
• Booking and control,
• Putting away received goods.

At that point the activity list counted nearly 200 activities. The various disciplines were asked to use the
“Wizard” and mark the the activities affected by this pilot, which left 93 activities. From those only 44
activities were marked by two or more members of the team; this indicates the variance in understand-
ing and perception.

What was achieved?
Important potential time savings were identified and quantified: after analysis and discussion, there was
consensus that 25 activities were recognizable, measurable and affected by execution of the pilot. This
fact resulted in the sharpening of the project-definition and scope.
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

■ STEP 3: LINKING ACTIVITIES TO COSTS AND DRIVERS

The participants have now mapped the activities. The next stage is to understand process costs 
before and after implementation. 

To enable partners to do this, a thorough understanding of what the costs are, and what makes them
vary, is required. Parties must then calculate the variances of the new resource set.

For example, if an activity takes a certain amount of time now, will it take a longer or shorter time in
the future? The variance will hence be the amount of time taken. Other costs such as wages, may remain
the same. It is crucial to understand what resources are being applied to each activity.

At this stage, the focus shifts to understanding how the activities utilise resources such as labour, space
and equipment and how the utilisation and costs will change under the new circumstances.
The “Activity List and Wizard” have helped to identify what activities are being undertaken. It also pro-
vides some guidance on the type of costs and the behaviour associated with them. The “Wizard” is on
the CD-Rom accompanying the book, the “Activity List” is in the appendices. However, unless an
Activity Based Costing tool has been developed, the task of linking activities to costs and drivers must
be performed.
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

Assessing the profit impact of ECR

PROCESS

There is no need to be an ABC expert to link activities to the relevant costs and drivers. Common sense
is sufficient. However, the reader should be aware of certain general priniciples:

Here again, the “Activity List” may be of a great help, as drivers are indicated for each activity perfor-
med. However, if the default drivers suggested do not fit the project, partners can easily adapt the 
driver list to their specific situation.
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Tools to be applied: “Activity List and Wizard” (see appendix), 
PAP ECR Profit Model, industry standards

• Identify what variables make the cost go
up or down.

• For instance : # of pallets, # of cases, #
of orderlines, etc...

• Typical resources used to perform an
activity are people, space, machines or
vehicles.

• Time per single activity for direct per-
sonnel, % of time spent on the activity by
management, time of usage of the 
machine, etc…

• Relevant costs would be wages for per-
sonnel and management, depreciation
and energy for machines, rent for space,
etc...

Agree on the driver for each activity 
importance to the project

Agree on the unit of the activity driver

Identify what resources are used
to perform the activity

Identify how much 
of the resource is required

Cost the resource using agreed
relevant costs



THE 6-STEP APPROACH

OUTCOME

The common understanding of key activities and associated costs and drivers achieved in this step is a
major prerequisite for further cost assessment. It encompasses a number of significant benefits: 
• Mutually accepted cost definitions.
• Upfront alignment prior to physical piloting.
• Ability to model complex distribution pathways at the SKU level.

EXAMPLE
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Company process

Replenish

Replenish

Replenish

Replenish

Activities

Prepare picking
papers or data

Pick orders and move
to loading area

Refill picking location
from buffer

Plan delivery routes
and stops

Drivers

# of orderlines
per customer

# of units moved

# of units refilled

# of orders

Related costs

Wages

Wages

Wages, machine
amortization

Wages



THE 6-STEP APPROACH

Assessing the profit impact of ECR

■ STEP 4: COMPUTING ACTUAL COSTS FOR CURRENT SCENARIO AND POTENTIAL COSTS FOR NEW SCENARIO

The more detailed the Activity Based Costing model, the more difficult it is to share data. One of
the advantages of building costs up by activity is that relatively low level costs such as wage rates

and time taken can be used to accurately represent the changes in cost. This approach does not require
the trading partners to unveil high levels of cost information.

It is critical for the participants in the study to use a consistent model: to agree on the format, the com-
putation and the inputs; otherwise disputes over the accuracy and treatment of costs will arise. This
applies particularly where cost increments or declines are likely to arise for trading partners or where
there is an agreement to share cost benefits and to charge increased costs. Alignment on any common
method (be it a spreadsheet or a more advanced Activity Based Costing tool) should be part of the ini-
tial framework. Too many projects fail because each trading partner uses different model to assess the
cost changes. A great deal of time is also wasted in trying to align the understanding of these models,
the way they handle costs, and in the trust and confidence building process.

Adapting a simple model through the various stages of the project to incorporate additional details is
far easier than starting with a complex model.

Validation can also be demanding if a very complex methodology is used. However, if the number of
base costs and drivers are simple and clearly understood and the mathematics are straightforward, the
validation process can be significantly simplified. 

One additional element that should be considered in the outcome is the format of the required infor-
mation. Information can be displayed in many ways (for example, level of total costs, costs per load, per
case, per consumer unit). Equivalent costs can be used such as costs per litre or costs per cubic metre or
costs per kilo. In selecting these different levels, partners must compare like with like.

Once partners have addressed these issues, they must ensure that they have considered both high cost/
low frequency activities and low cost/ high frequency activities as centres of focus.

Variance charts as well as ranking charts can also be useful in this exercise. It is worthwhile to consider
looking at how partners can understand what the drivers are in relation to the high cost levels identi-
fied. 
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

PROCESS
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Gather the relevant data

Feed the data into
the cost model / compute costs

Perform sensitivity analysis

• Numbers must be unambiguous.
• They should be expressed in simple 

clear units.
• The conditions of measurement should 

be precise (e.g. time period etc.).

• Partners should agree on computation
formulas.

• The method should be sound 
and simple.

• The computation should be consistent
with partners' knowledge of the process.

Partners should:
• Establish criteria to determine cost 

significance.
• Exclude insignificant activities/costs 

from study.

Tools to be applied: 
PAP ECR Profit Model, DPP or other companies’ model



THE 6-STEP APPROACH

Assessing the profit impact of ECR

Top-down vs bottom-up calculation
When cost data from the General Ledger are allocated to the various activities and cost objects, we call
this a top-down method. But costs can also be defined bottom-up, by measuring the activities and relat-
ing them to a rate. 

Example of a top-down calculation
The total salary cost for the activity order picking in a Distribution Center is Euro 3.25m, or Euro
62,500 per week.  The weekly order production is 250,000 units. The cost per package is
62,500/250,000 = Euro 0.25 per unit. 

Example of a bottom-up calculation
The cost price of the hourly wage for order picking is Euro 36.00 per hour. From time measurement,
the order picker picks an average of 150 units per hour. The cost per unit is 36/150 = Euro 0.24 per
unit.
In the following cases, bottom up calculations may be useful:
• When top-down data is unavailable or difficult to obtain at the required level of detail;
• When there are differences between cost objects that can only be defined in this way 

(when calculating totals, the general level can serve as a check);
• When the required or desired level of detail for the calculation of the actual activity is relatively high;
• When the top-down calculations are related to norms, and it is not certain whether these norms 

can actually be achieved.

An advantage of the bottom-up calculation is that standard rates can often be used.

OUTCOME

Partners now have a comprehensive understanding of the cost dimension and their interrelationships.
These may involve:
• Changes in time.
• Changes in base costs.
• Changes in utilization of resources.

These may have implications for revenues, profits, credit terms, inventory levels, etc, providing a 
detailed understanding of the activities and costs under review.
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

PILOT EXPERIENCE

• In the ICA / Procter & Gamble pilot, computation was made easier by the upfront agreement on data
collection. Each partner was responsible for gathering a given type of data required to feed the compu-
tation model, as shown in the example below.

Required data Source

ICA off-take volumes (12 months) both for test store and total ICA ICA
Nielsen volumes Procter & Gamble
ICA’s current segmentation of the dish category ICA
Shelf prices as of pilot start ICA
Nielsen average shelf prices for the past 12 months Procter & Gamble
Net/net prices by SKU ICA
Planograms for pilot store ICA
SKU measures (height, depth, width) ICA
Casecounts ICA
Number of cases per pallet ICA
Verification of assumed warehouse, transportation and store costs ICA
Shelf height and shelf depth ICA
Average number of weekly deliveries ICA
Service level per distributor ICA
Logistic pattern per brand, ie use of central or regional warehouse ICA

• The Usego / Nestlé Pilot was designed to quantify the impact of a leaner flow of goods based on a
new, commonly agreed procedure for checking goods and processing information.

What was done?
The activities were mapped. The group then decided to focus on the activities affected by the pilot. The
time differences in performing those activities were measured in order to compute costs both for cur-
rent and for new scenarios.

Here, bottom-up calculation proved to be easy. Nestlé had standards within the company for all activi-
ties performed. The same kind of data was easily obtainable at  Usego. This comprised measuring the
time taken to perform the activities affected by the project before and after implementation of the pilot.

The key experiences gained in this step for the Usego / Nestlé pilot were as follows : 
• A standardised tool for computing makes the calculation easier.
• Partners should always check whether the results are plausible. A simple check with paper and pencil
can provide a broad idea as to whether the results are valid or not.
• An overall view is required; therefore, it is essential to summarize the results. 
• Partners need to be careful to distinguish one-off investments from recurring investments.

What was achieved?
The project resulted in a 73% cost reduction in the total cost of loading and checking operations for
Usego and Nestlé. 
This theoretical cost reduction may not lead to direct cost savings for both partners. However, the mea-
surement of this type of gain can promote the extension of such pilots to include other partners, thus
leading to the required economies of scale necessary to unlock the potential savings.
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

■ STEP 5: EVALUATING POTENTIAL IMPACT AND IMPLICATIONS

With the computed and validated results generated in step 4, it is now possible to look at the over-
all levels of cost and profitability. Potential investments should be reviewed, as well as changes in

processes, and the implications for training, knowledge, and human resources.

All these implications should then be balanced by the potential cost savings and improvements in pro-
fit and sales. This will determine whether to proceed with the pilot or not. 

If the view is that the improvements will meet or exceed the set target, or are valuable enough to consi-
der undertaking pilot work, the partners should consider who will have to make investments and
changes, where the profit improvements will come from and where any cost decreases or increases will
apply.
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Process

Evaluating potential impact
and implications

• Full understanding of profit
potential cost & non-cost impli-
cations
• Linkage to agreed performance
indicators / target refinements
• Implementation decision
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DPP, or other companies’ models
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

PROCESS

Step 1
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• Were the agreed objectives achieved?
If not, what performance indicators were
not achieved, and how significant is this
non-achievement of selected performance
indicators?
• Do the performance indicators need to
be modified and if so, how?

• Will the application affect consumer
purchases (improvement of out of stocks,
assortment, traffic)?
• Are there any qualitative gains to be
made from the changes?
• Do these gains warrant potential cost
increases?

• See “reality check” hereafter.

• Once all cost and non-cost implications
have been taken into account, both par-
ties should decide whether they wish to
implement their pilot. If the decision is to
run the pilot, a clear roll-out and a project
structure should be defined  and commu-
nicated throughout both companies.

Link result to performance indicators

Assess potential effects
on revenue, true profit and consumer

Assess side effects / “reality check”

Decide on the implementation

Tools to be applied: 
PAP ECR Profit Model, DPP or other companies models
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

The “reality check”
Before implementing the pilot, partners should go through a “reality check”. The following questions
are examples of issues that should be checked prior to implementation of the pilot.

Are all conditions for implementation present?
• Are there any barriers to the short-term implementation of the changes (for example, 

learning process, contracts, …)?
• Are there any barriers specific to the company situation (collective labour agreements, 

location, etc.)?
• Are there preparatory activities that need to be executed first (planning model, EDI, etc.)?
• Are there any necessary changes that need to be made outside the project 

(administrative system, commercial conditions, etc.)?
• Have all those who are involved or may be involved within the organisation been 

informed?
• Will sufficient economies of scale be achieved?

Are there any risks during the implementation?
• Does complexity increase with more participants? 
• Will the complexity be manageable?
• Are there trade-offs between cost and quality?
• What is the impact in the long term?

Are there strong cultural barriers?
• Are the business relationships between partners strong enough?
• Is the ECR concept sufficiently spread across partners’ organisations?
• Is there full support from the company top management?

OUTCOME

By this time, partners will have a full understanding of profit potential, cost and non-cost implications.
If achievements conform to agreed performance indicators, the way is then open for the formal imple-
mentation decision.
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

CASE STUDY

Case: reality check on a cross-docking  initiative by a fashion manufacturer and a retailer

Are the cost savings realistic?
Yes, sufficient volume is generated because the retailer is introducing cross-docking with several produ-
cers simultaneously.

Are the conditions present for implementation?
• The manufacturer supplies exactly the right volume just in time. If not, the control costs would get

out of hand. In this case study 64 deliveries arrive at the DC instead of one.
• Both partners can process EDI.
• There are enough joint quantitative and qualitative advantages.
• Qualitative advantages do indeed appear in practice.

Example of a “reality check”
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Manufacturer
• Pick orders
• Deliver products

DC retailer
• Procure finished products
• Receive / store products
• Manage customer orders
• Pick orders
• Deliver products
• Handle returnables
• Manage invoices

Store
• Receive / store products

✔
✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Short term
savings

Medium term
savings

Long term
savings

Boundary conditions

Risks

• Adaptation of retailer’s administrative system
• Commercial conditions need to be matched
• Long term: expansion of transshipment area

• Magnitude of scale plays a limited role
Amount of products / number of suppliers related 
to complexity / risks (the more participants, the higher 
the risk of something going wrong)
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

■ STEP 6: COMPUTING AND VALIDATING ACTUAL COSTS AND EVALUATING IMPLICATIONS FOR NEW

SCENARIO

The final step in the overall process is to compute the actual costs arising in the new scenario and to
evaluate the impact and implications of what has been achieved  in both qualitative and quantita-

tive terms. 

Of course, it is vital to understand the reasons for the variance between what was predicted and what
actually happened. It is also vital to balance this by using strategic conversion methods such as the
Balanced Scorecard to consider what improvement in processes might be required to bridge any gap
between expectation and reality.

If results exceeded expectations, partners should try to understand the positive aspects so that those
things that contributed to over-achievement can be replicated. 

The model used to compute the results should be robust enough to feed in the actual data and to pro-
vide a rapid comparison between projection and reality. It is crucially important to understand why dif-
ferences occurred, what assumptions were inaccurate, and why, so that this can be fed back into the pro-
cess. This facilitates continuous learning and process improvement.
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Process

• Computing actual costs
for new scenario

• Evaluating actual impact 
and implications

• Actual results
• Comparisons with agreed targets
• Common understanding 

of variances

• PAP ECR Profit Model, DPP 
or other companies’ models

• Gap analysis of agreed 
performance indicators

Outcome Indicative tools
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

PROCESS
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• For simulation purposes, data have
already been collected before the imple-
mentation of the pilot. The same needs to
be done with actual data after implemen-
tation. Once these actual data have been
gathered, the computation is the same as
for step 4.

• What are the key variances?
• What was the cause for those variances?
• Can the cause of negative variances be
eliminated?
• Can the reasons for positive variances be
sustained?

• Formalizing the outcome is fundamen-
tal: it actually helps partners to get a clear
view of the results of the pilot and of the
potential roll-out. Moreover,  results need
to be communicated to obtain buy in
inside both companies.

• Make any necessary investment decisions
• The process for the roll-out should be a
map identifying the main tasks (ensure
processes are clarified and translated), the
project management structure, the
resources, time and organisation (roll-out
planning). This process should take into
account: 
- The larger scale complexity of the roll-
out and leverage experience from the
pilot.
- The communication within the company
and with other partners.
- The training programme (feed-back
loops, dissemination of findings).

Gather and compute actual data

Analyse variances

Formalize findings

Prepare action plan

Tools to be applied: PAP ECR Profit Model, DPP or other companies models,
gap analysis of agreed performance indicators
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THE 6-STEP APPROACH

OUTCOME

The pilot project has been run, and partners should have a clear view of the actual results and how they
compare to the agreed targets. Partners should consider the potential roll-out and prepare action plans.

EXAMPLE
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ECR Project XYZ roll-out action plan

Roll-out investment decision
Summary of investment

Cost of investments Estimated ROI

Estimated pay-back

Approval: Yes  ❏ No ❏ Remarks
Project management Who? Availability?

Project team

Budget

Project organisation

Timetable

ECR Project XYZ roll-out action plan

Performance Indicators

Service levels True Profit

% of time available

% of time available

% of time available

% of time available

Training budget, general expenses, etc.
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GENERAL PROCESS
FINDINGS FROM THE PILOTS
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GENERAL PROCESS FINDINGS FROM THE PILOTS

The key findings from using the process recommended by our task force can be divided into four points :

Small steps lead toward common goals
None of the steps described in the 6-step approach are spectacular or particularly scientific. Rather, they
represent the basic work that has to be done to achieve further evaluation and reporting improvements
in common projects. It is only the improvements that are spectacular. The basic work follows a simple,
structured method applying commonly agreed definitions of the activities performed and of methods
of allocating costs to each activity.

Common language helps to achieve common goals
Companies running joint inter-corporate projects on ECR improvement concepts need a common lan-
guage. 

The “Activity List” delivered by PIETF, enriched by proposals for relevant cost drivers for every activi-
ty, can help companies quickly agree on a common definition of the sequence of the supply chain which
is to be more closely investigated. It also facilitates agreement on re-engineering requirements that may
come to light. Establishing a common language early on can be crucial for the progress of ECR impro-
vement projects, especially when companies are cooperating for the first time in this way. This can
quickly lead to a first set of tangible results.

Good Tools can support the process but do not overestimate them!
PIETF has not only established an activity list both on paper and on electronic media, but has also
gathered experience in working with the PAP ECR Profit Model. The outcome is simple and widely
accepted: working with powerful analytical tools will make life easier. It will move users forward much
faster when measuring improvements on ECR projects. However, a good tool is only one element requi-
red to introduce the ABC concept in organisations. The scope is broader than tools and involves organi-
sational changes like reward and performance measurement systems.

Cultural aspects of ECR relations
Most pilots demonstrated that ECR projects not only lead to cost reductions, but ease day-to-day busi-
ness between partners. In all four pilots, business relationships have been simplified and enriched since
ECR projects involve people from all levels of the partners’ organisations.
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The PIETF would like to thank Nick Hopkinson, Sales Controller at Anchor Foods Limited and
Anchor Foods for kindly submitting this business case as an illustration for the guidebook.

Quantifying the Impact on the Bottom Line - Pick by line in Practice 
A major UK Retail customer challenged Anchor Foods Limited (AFL) to move to daily deliveries on a
24 hour order “pick by line” basis along with the rest of their major Dairy suppliers.

Previously AFL had delivered three times per week to six depots and just twice a week to the furthest
two depots, with a two-day order to delivery lead-time.  With annual case volumes of over one million
this was going to be a major challenge. Further complicating matters, the customer commercial team
initially demanded that AFL achieve this at no additional cost!

Firstly, AFL pulled together a cross functional team including senior representatives from sales, distri-
bution, logistics, sales support, finance and IT with the initial objective of establishing a complete list
of all the affected areas of our business and establishing the likely cost implications.  These changes
would need AFL executive group buy-in and approval. Using PAP’s ECR Profit Model the main poten-
tial cost drivers were established and entered as input. These included such data as:

• Delivery depot locations and mileages
• Time and average cost of invoice and delivery queries
• Cost of credit changes with seven days trading
• Activity Based Costing (ABC) of mixed pallet picking versus full pallet (previously 80% of

orders had been full pallet)
• Increased labour costs for 24 hour warehouse operations etc. 

Data was constantly health-checked against industry standard via various agencies and consultants.

The PAP ECR Profit Model was also used to estimate the financial savings and benefits of the move for
the retailer which would potentially offset these extra costs for AFL. These included:

• A reduction of more than a week’s stockholding in the customer warehouses
• Fresher stock to stores
• Reduced wastage
• An improved return on capital employed (ROCE)
• A reduced need for further warehouses at £20m each

While the above was underway, through reference to industry forums, such as the IGD (Institute of
Grocery Distribution) and three-way discussions between the Retailer, AFL and other major dairy sup-
pliers, it became apparent that the only financially viable means of moving to “pick by line” was to do
it within the principles of “ECR” i.e. “aimed at taking costs out of the supply chain… not merely pass-
ing them on to suppliers”.

Via these forums and joint meetings of the Retailer and AFL’s operations and commercial teams the
principle was established of rigorously seeking a “least cost route” to deliver the ECR benefits of pick
by line whilst covering any additional AFL costs related to the project.

The PAP ECR Profit Model showed that the major cost variables were order processing / picking and
delivery costs. Through a series of three-way meetings between AFL, the retailer and alternative haulier
companies, the least cost route was established through the model, with all parties agreed on the addi-
tional cost logic.
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Implementing the change involved more cross-functional teamwork in both companies and complex
fallback planning in case systems failed (particularly at the weekend!).

The initial costs, driven by the ABC inputs for the warehouse operation, were highlighted as higher than
expected by the Retailer; they were small, however, in relation to the ECR savings achieved by the
Retailer. They were accepted on the basis of there being six monthly reviews of the real ABC costs in
this area once the project had gone live, and on condition that ideas were shared with regard to poten-
tial reductions.

Over three subsequent three-way reviews (supplier, haulier and retailer) the additional cost of this acti-
vity to AFL has been reduced through improved joint efficiencies and even the fuel tax rise of this spring
has been factored into the equation!

The most critical stages in achieving a mutually acceptable outcome for this project within the prin-
ciples of ECR were:

• Taking a multi-functional, cross-business approach
• Agreeing to be open about the real cost differences with reference to published industry 

standard as a health-check
• Comprehensive fallback planning in case of operations failures
• Mutual business “trust” to move towards action
• Systematic review processes to review actual performance agreed up front and actioned
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In a practical book like this, it is also useful to discuss the issue of converting a one-off tactical project
into a longer term strategic implementation, which is also reflected in day-to-day decision-making. 

In the current business environment only projects that require little assessment effort, have obvious,
immediate cost benefits and entail little investment are implemented. Most of the time, a project only
remains implemented because it generally constitutes a change in process or practice, or some other tac-
tical issue which fits inside the framework of day-to-day business management. 

However, some elements may prove more difficult to implement : changes in business structure, joint
relationships and areas of demand or supply management which require significant investment, signifi-
cant change in practice or even a change in utilisation or deployment of resources (e.g. investment for
a warehouse, changes of performance measures and rewards, ownership of resources, etc.). These are
significant strategic decisions and none of them can be taken without thorough and exhaustive review.

A commitment to undertake the likely organisational changes together with the technical ability of part-
ners to generate the necessary data for ECR projects are both vital for ECR success.

The first aspect is fundamental since the strategic nature of ECR has strong implications for the busi-
ness and organisation structure, the culture and reward system within a company.
The most important aspect in any ECR project is the establishment of a commitment to undertake the
likely changes (to make the necessary investments, to share the potential benefits, to modify their struc-
ture, culture, practices, or evaluation processes) prior to undertaking the ECR project. The more stra-
tegic the ECR project, the more important this becomes. This in turn necessitates the evaluation of
these issues at a much higher level within the business.

For example, if a strategy of investment in reducing overall costs exists and entails sharing those benefits
with customers, many companies may be prepared to make the investment in view of the medium-term
prospects for amortization  and the positive effect on customer relations. A case can also be made for
entering into these projects on the basis of mutual trust, making the assumption that all businesses will
attempt to reduce costs and therefore all of them will benefit. 

A further point regarding the necessary commitment deals with the reward system within a company.
Only if measures and rewards throughout all functions and levels are aligned with the company’s cor-
porate objectives and strategies, can ECR become part of day-to-day business decisions.

The second aspect is more practical or technical. It is about making sure that the required data are avail-
able to support day-to-day decisions. This book describes a practical process for measurement of the
impact of an ECR project on costs and profits, based on ABC principles. The pilot projects have clearly
demonstrated the importance and added value to the business. However, in assortment decision-making
for instance, how can partners be sure that the underlying data for the one-off assortment project such
as the true profitability of SKU’s are available any time a decision is taken by the responsible category
manager?

Many companies tend to think that only a complex ABC system can generate the required data.
However, with the developed understanding of the key drivers of cost, we can establish simple and 
easily accessible productivity measures like sales per sqm, inventory turns, etc. which can serve to a large
extent as an alternative measure to true cost. They are not “100% ABC”, but provide a much better
indication of business performance than current gross margin measures.
Deriving activity based measures from a fully integrated system represents only the final stage in a conti-
nuum. It is essential that companies get started - using simple but effective productivity measures,
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simple tools or standard industry data to complement existing measures like gross margin. The infor-
mation generated in this way will lead to ongoing improvements and immediately contribute to better
business decisions.

The above can only give the reader a flavour of the issues involved in making ECR a longer term strategic
and full-scale business implementation, but the range of projects covered by ECR is so vast that it far
exceeds the scope of this book.
However, if a business succeeds in establishing good cross functional communication, operates on a
business unit basis, is open to trading partners, properly communicates its agenda through measures and
rewards and has a relationship with its shareholders which enables it to make medium and long-term
decisions, this will contribute enormously to helping ECR become reality.

OUTLOOK
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Activity Based Costing (ABC)
Accounting method that enables a business to understand more clearly how and where it makes a pro-
fit. All major activities within the cost centre are identified and the costs of performing each one are cal-
culated, including costs that cross functional boundaries. The resulting costs are then charged to the
product, product line, customer or supplier that caused the activity to be performed.
See also appendix on Introduction to ABC.

Activity driver
See appendix on Introduction to ABC.

Activity (within ABC)
See appendix on Introduction to ABC.

Category Closure Rate
Number of household buying the category over number of household shopping in store that are poten-
tial buyers of the category.

Category Management (CM)
The management of product groups as strategic “business units” based on cooperation between retail-
ers and suppliers, with the joint objective of maximizing the added value for the consumer and the pro-
fitability of the category.

Continuous Replenishment Program (CRP) 
Cooperation between partners in the supply chain where the chain is directly driven on the basis of real
or forecast consumer demand.

Cost object
Object of the ABC analysis: the “consumer” of an activity, for instance products, product groups,
brands, services, clients, suppliers.

Cross Docking
Method in which the goods that are received in a distribution centre are not stored but directly alloca-
ted to the customers and prepared for shipment.

Customer Account Profitability (CAP)
Method for the allocation of costs and determination of profitability of accounts for manufacturers and
suppliers. In this case not all costs are allocated, but only those costs that differ per account, such as spe-
cial deals/discounts, promotion costs, sales costs and logistic costs.

Direct Product Costs (DPC)
Costs of handling, space and inventory based on a standard method or standard model (DPP model)
where-by costs are allocated directly to an individual product. This method describes the chain from
receiving at the retailer’s DC up to and including the supermarket checkout, including the handling of
returnables. The DPC contains all direct costs plus the part of the indirect cost that can be allocated to
the product, based on one or more product characteristics, provided these are significant and provided
they do not have an incidental character (for example cost of shelf space, which is allocated by means
of the physical volume of the product). 

Direct Product Profitability (DPP) 
Net profit contribution of a product, calculated by deducting the Direct Product Cost from the gross
margin (deducting supplier funds) of the product.
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EAN 128
Uniform pallet code whereby each pallet load is provided with a unique bar code, so that it is indivi-
dually recognizable in the distribution process.

ECR Scorecard
Check-list developed by ECR Europe for businesses to identify their own opportunities and capabili-
ties for ECR, based for instance on benchmarking. 

EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) 
Method for electronic exchange of data such as orders, shipments, invoices, products etc by means of
standardized messages between computers.

Efficient Assortment
The desire to achieve an optimal product offering in a category, in terms of value for the consumer. A
6-step method to come to an Efficient Assortment has been developed by ECR Europe.

Efficient Consumer Response 
Cooperation between partners in the chain in order to serve the consumer faster, better and at lower cost.

Efficient Replenishment (ER)
Improvement of the efficiency in the goods, information and money flows. Six concepts (CRP, cross-
docking, reliable operations, automated store ordering, integrated supplies and synchronized produc-
tion) are described in the European ECR Scorecard.

Performance indicator (also referred as Key Performance Indicator (KPI))
General performance measure indicator for the performance of a specific (major) activity, for example:
supply service level for distribution, number of days stock, true profit, waiting time at retailer DC, etc.
Also used in the Official European ECR Scorecard to reflect the progress a company is making in imple-
menting ECR (See the European ECR Scorecard).

Out-of-stock
No stock of the product is left over. The term ‘visual out-of-stock’ is used to indicate stock that exists
though it is not visible (for example because the products are at the rear of the shelf ).

Resource driver
See appendix on Introduction to ABC.

Stock Keeping Unit (SKU)
An individual colour, flavour, size or pack of a product that requires a separate code number to distin-
guish it from other items.

SWOT Analysis
Analysis of the current position of an organisation in terms of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities
and Threats.

Value chain
Activities performed from procurement of raw material to consumer purchase.

Value chain analysis
Use of a structured design method to define information related to the activities performed by all partners
across the entire supply chain.
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In Activity Based Costing, activities are described using one or more verbs followed by an attached
object, for example “replenish store shelves”, “checking incoming goods” or “planning a promotion”.

As a rule of thumb, those activities described account for more than 5% of a person’s time or 5% of the
capacity of a cost carrier. Activities can be grouped into major activities or business processes.

A standard “Activity List” has been developed to provide rapid insight into activities. This list was com-
posed within the context of ECR Europe and contains a large number of activities that appear in the
value chain. They are numbered and described in unambiguous terms to ensure that partners in the
chain use the same definitions.

The “Activity List” can serve as a basis for discussion between partners where activities are reviewed by
different disciplines. The desired outcome of such a discussion is a list of the activities that will proba-
bly be influenced by the initiative.

The activity list is composed as follows:
• Activities (e.g. “Scrap returned products”).
• Major activities (e.g. “Handle returnables”).
• Business processes (e.g. “Replenish”).

The “Activity List” is generic for the whole chain. For each activity, an indication is made whether it is
applicable to Manufacturers (Mfct), Wholesalers (Whol) or Retailers (Ret). These indications refer to
the partners in the supply chain (the “parties around the table”), not to physical locations. Example of
physical locations for e.g. a retailer are “Headquarters”, “Regional DC”, “Store” etc. (see also appendix
on “Wizard”). 
For most activities an activity driver is assigned. It is impossible to define activity drivers which are gene-
ric for all partners and situations. Therefore this should be seen as a “likely” activity driver, a suggestion
which can help identifying activity drivers in a specific case. The activity drivers, or “clients of the acti-
vity”, are broken down into SKU-related drivers and non-SKU related drivers. This way activity drivers
can be identified which are directly linked to SKU-characteristics and those which are related to other
variables, like consumer or account related drivers. For certain activities activity drivers are described as
“multidimensional”, this means that in practice not one single activity driver can be defined. Finally, all
“overhead”-related activities have no driver assigned.

1. Introduce
2. Merchandise
3. Promote
4. Replenish
5. Support enterprise

41. Procure materials
or finished goods

42. Receive / store
products 
or materials

43. Produce or refine
products

44. Store products
45. Manage customer

orders
46. Pick orders / 

deliver products
47. Handle 

returnables
48. Manage invoices
49. Maintain 

Master file data

4201 Plan and
monitor
product delivery

4202 Receive 
and unload
products 
or raw 
materials

4203 Checking 
incoming goods

4204 Administration
of incoming
goods

# of load units

Set-up of the standard activity list

Business Processes Major Activities Activities Activity Drivers



The activity list also indicates cost types. This is a general way of calculating the cost per activity as des-
cribed below. This is intended to be a "first help" in calculating the costs per activity on the object level.
Generally, 7 cost types can be distinguished.

Generic ABC Methodology / types of costs

Think of Activity Based Costing, the ECR Activity Wizard, this Guidebook and the PAP ECR Profit
Model’s Cost Types as parts of a toolkit.

Activity Based Costing is a tool bag. It holds a number of tools; some of these may be typical activity
types, typical resource types; typical cost types. The PIETF’s Guidebook and ECR Activity Wizard give
many examples of these.

The PAP ECR Profit Model’s Cost Types are like a set of screwdrivers in the tool bag. Each screwdriver
is used to tighten screws; each screwdriver is designed for a size and type of screw. But those screws can
be tightened by the appropriate screwdriver whatever the screw’s length and wherever the screw is used. 

The list below (numbers 1 to 7) helps you to decide which screwdriver to use on which screw, where-
ver it is used.

1. Overhead cost is a cost type which is incurred through an activity which is not directly linked 
to a SKU. 

For example, Activity Number 2101 Monitor Consumer Satisfaction [Business Process 2: Major
Activity 21: Manage Product Categories:] is an example of Cost type 1: overhead cost.

Overhead costs calculation: total cost x the percentage of the overhead that is related to the activity/the
required cost unit*. For example, you monitor consumer satisfaction through syndicated or “Omnibus”
Market Research, and this costs 150,000 Euros annually. Forty percent of this cost can be attributed to
existing Product Categories. The overhead cost attributed to Activity Number 2101 would be 150,000
Euros multiplied by 0.4 (or 40 percent of 150,000 Euros), or 60,000 Euros.

2. Cube-related cost is a cost type which is incurred according to the cubic space taken by the product
e.g. in storage or in transport.

For example, Activity Number 4410 Storage of Products on Store Shelf [Business Process 4:
Replenish; Major Activity 44: Store Products:] is an example of Cost type 2: cube-related cost.

Cube related costs calculation: total cost [for e.g. Storage] / total cubic metre [storage] space available
x cubic metre dimensions of the stored object x length of time in store / the required cost unit*. For
example, the cost of storage in the warehouse is 1,000,000 Euros each year, and the warehouse has
100,000 cubic metres available for storage - the resulting cost are then 10 Euros per cubic metre per
year. 
If the product is stored on a pallet 100 cm wide, 120 cm deep and 180 cm high (including the pallet),
the stored volume of the product is 2.16 cubic metre. If the product is in store for 2 weeks the cubic
related storage costs are 10 Euros per cubic metre x 2.16 cubic metre x (2 weeks/52 weeks) = 0.83 Euros
(or divide by the appropriate figure if your cost unit is not the Euro).

3. Object-related cost is a cost type which is incurred by a unit when resource activity is applied to it.
For example, Activity Number 4409 Put Away Products in Back Room [Business Process 4:
Replenish; Major Activity 44: Store Products:] is an example of Cost type 3: object-related cost.

Object-related costs calculation: resource cost during a time period x working time taken / the requi-
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red cost unit*. For example, a person’s labour during a work shift cost 10 Euros per hour or 0.167 Euros
per minute, and putting the product away in the back room (of the Outlet or Store: Activity Number
4409) takes 2 minutes. The Object-related cost is calculated: 2 minutes x 0.167 Euros per minute =
0.333 Euros for this activity (or divide by the appropriate figure if your cost unit is not the Euro).

4. Financial inventory cost is a cost type which is incurred by stock in its passage through the 
supply chain. 

For example, Activity Number 4411 Inventory Cost of Products on Store Shelf [Business Process 4:
Replenish; Major Activity 44: Store Products:] is an example of Cost type 4: financial 
inventory cost.

Financial Inventory costs calculation: value of inventory x interest rate in percent / the time period
required. For example, at any one time in the warehouse there is 2 weeks inventory of the product: 4
cases. The cost per case is 30 Euros, and our cost unit is a case. The interest rate for borrowed money
during the period would be 10 percent. The Financial Inventory cost is calculated by multiplying the
value of the inventory with the interest rate for the period in stock, i.e. 4 cases x 30 Euros per case x
10% x (2 weeks/52 weeks) = 0.462 Euros (or divide by the appropriate figure if your cost unit is not
the Euro).

Note that this calculation could return a “positive” figure representing [potential] interest earned [i.e. a
Benefit, instead of a Cost]. Note also that Cost type 4: Financial Inventory Cost, like Cost type 7, is
often Multi-Dimensional.

5. Time-related administrative cost is a cost type which is incurred as an element of time within the
overall time taken for an activity. 

For example, Activity Number 4605 Prepare Shipping Documents [Business Process 4: 
Replenish; Major Activity 46: Pick Orders and Deliver Products:] is an example of Cost type 5:
time-related administrative cost.

Time-related administrative costs calculation: total cost of activity  / number of objects actioned (e.g.
Cost of preparing shipping documents / number of sets of shipping documents prepared = cost 
per order).

6. Event-related cost is a cost type which is incurred when a specific event occurs. 
For example, Activity Number 4901 Maintain Product Bill of Materials [Business Process 4:
Replenish; Major Activity 49: Maintain Masterfile data:] is an example of Cost type 6: 
event-related cost.

Event-related costs calculation: costs per event x number of events / the cost unit required*. For
example, if the masterfile record for the product costs 5 Euros to update, and the masterfile needs upda-
ting with new data once during the study period, the Event-related cost calculation will be 5 Euros (or
divide by the appropriate figure if your cost unit is not the Euro).

7. Multi-dimensional cost is a cost type used where two or  more circumstances may be appropriate. 
An example would be where Transport costs may be calculated either using Cost type 2 (Cube-
related cost) OR a unit-related fee (i.e. cost per case or per pallet). Activity Number 4609 
Transport to Customer [Business Process 4: Replenish; Major Activity 46: Pick Orders 
and Deliver] is an example of Multi-dimensional cost.

Multi-dimensional costs are calculated according to the elements that make up the costs under the
appropriate circumstances. For example, if Transport Costs are incurred both for handling the pallet in
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loading and unloading (Cost Type 3, Object-Related) and for the transport, according to distance and
cube, a pallet of 100 cases could cost 2 Euros for Handling, 0.1 Euro per km over 100 km (10 Euros
in total) and 3 Euros for insurance. The total of these multi-dimensional costs would be 15 Euros.

These ECR cost types are generic. In other words, the calculations will work in the same way for each
cost type wherever it is used - by manufacturers, by transport companies, by wholesalers, by retailers.

The cost types can be used within an Activity-Based Costing structure, and are the same cost types as
those employed by partners in the supply chain using PAP’s ECR Profit Model.

* - Required cost unit is the unit in which the results are to be expressed. Examples of required costs units are
Pallet / Case / Outer.
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1101 Manage basic research projects 11 Conduct research 1 Introduce x x 1

1102 Monitor industry trends 11 Conduct research 1 Introduce x x 1

1103 Monitor consumer requirements 11 Conduct research 1 Introduce x x 1

1104 Conceive new or extended form. or tech. constr. 11 Conduct research 1 Introduce x x # of SKU's under development 6

1105 Conceive new or extended packaging 11 Conduct research 1 Introduce x x # of SKU's under development 6

1106 Conceive new process technologies 11 Conduct research 1 Introduce x x # of SKU's under development 6

1201 Manage development projects 12 Develop new products 1 Introduce x x # of SKU's under development 6

1202 Develop new or extended formulations incl. own label 12 Develop new products 1 Introduce x x # of SKU's under development 6

1203 Develop new or extended packaging including own label 12 Develop new products 1 Introduce x x # of SKU's under development 6

1204 Develop new process technologies 12 Develop new products 1 Introduce x # of SKU's under development 6

1205 Execute prototype and sample testing 12 Develop new products 1 Introduce x x # of SKU's under development 6

1206 Consumer test new or extended products 12 Develop new products 1 Introduce x x # of SKU's under development 6

1207 Protect proprietary products and technologies 12 Develop new products 1 Introduce x # of SKU's under development 6

1208 Manage product launch 12 Develop new products 1 Introduce x x x # of SKU's under development 6

1209 Monitor product launch 12 Develop new products 1 Introduce x x x # of SKU's under development 6

2101 Monitor consumer satisfaction 21 Manage product categories 2 Merchandise x x x 1

2102 Monitor profitability of products 21 Manage product categories 2 Merchandise x x x # of SKU's 6

2103 Develop assortment 21 Manage product categories 2 Merchandise x x x # of categories 6

2104 Select assortment 21 Manage product categories 2 Merchandise x x # of categories 6

2105 Allocate and manage shelf space 21 Manage product categories 2 Merchandise x x # of SKU's 6

2106 Plan merchandising strategies 21 Manage product categories 2 Merchandise x x x # of SKU's 6

2107 Execute merchandising strategies 21 Manage product categories 2 Merchandise x x x # of SKU's 6

2108 Survey shopper behaviour 21 Manage product categories 2 Merchandise x # of surveys 6

2201 Maintain shopping ambience and atmosphere 22 Manage store operations 2 Merchandise x 1

2202 Assist shoppers 22 Manage store operations 2 Merchandise x 1

2203 Provide customer or consumer service 22 Manage store operations 2 Merchandise x x x # of consumers 1

2204 Manage check out service 22 Manage store operations 2 Merchandise x # of consumers 1

2205 Manage product age 22 Manage store operations 2 Merchandise x # of SKU's 6

2206 Manage store space 22 Manage store operations 2 Merchandise x 1

2207 Modify store layout or store remodelling 22 Manage store operations 2 Merchandise x 1

2301 Develop own label concept and profile 23 Manage brands 2 Merchandise x x x # of SKU's own label 6

2302 Create or license product 23 Manage brands 2 Merchandise x x x # of SKU's 6

2303 Define features, attributes and benefits 23 Manage brands 2 Merchandise x x x # of SKU's 6
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2304 Establish product positioning 23 Manage brands 2 Merchandise x x x # of SKU's 6

2305 Define promotion strategy 23 Manage brands 2 Merchandise x x x 1

2401 Define distribution channel strategies 24 Manage channel strategies 2 Merchandise x x 1

2402 Define store format strategies 24 Manage channel strategies 2 Merchandise x 1

2501 Monitor trade customer requirements 25 Manage trade sales 2 Merchandise x x 1

2502 Define and manage key accounts 25 Manage trade sales 2 Merchandise x x # of accounts 6

2503 Define and manage sales territories 25 Manage trade sales 2 Merchandise x x # sales territories 6

2504 Define and manage sales incentive programmes 25 Manage trade sales 2 Merchandise x x # sales incentive programmes 6

2505 Monitor sales performance 25 Manage trade sales 2 Merchandise x x # of SKU's 6

2506 Monitor account performance 25 Manage trade sales 2 Merchandise x x # of accounts 6

2507 Manage trade customer complaints 25 Manage trade sales 2 Merchandise x x # of complaints 6

3101 Plan product advertising campaigns 31 Manage advertising 3 Promote x x x # of product advertising campaigns 6

3102 Execute product advertising campaigns 31 Manage advertising 3 Promote x x x # of product advertising campaigns 6

3103 Plan retail advertising campaigns 31 Manage advertising 3 Promote x x # of retail advertising campaigns 6

3104 Execute retail advertising campaigns 31 Manage advertising 3 Promote x x # of retail advertising campaigns 6

3105 Monitor product advertising effectiveness 31 Manage advertising 3 Promote x x x # of product advertising campaigns 6

3106 Monitor retail advertising effectiveness 31 Manage advertising 3 Promote x x # of retail advertising campaigns 6

3201 Plan consumer promotion programmes 32 Manage consumer prom. 3 Promote x x x # of consumer promotions 6

3202 Develop consumer promotion materials 32 Manage consumer prom. 3 Promote x x x # of consumer promotions 6

3203 Execute consumer promotion programmes 32 Manage consumer prom. 3 Promote x x x # of consumer promotions 6

3204 Sponsor events 32 Manage consumer prom. 3 Promote x # of sponsored events 6

3205 Plan in-store consumer promotion events 32 Manage consumer prom. 3 Promote x x # of consumer promotions 6

3206 Execute in-store consumer promotion events 32 Manage consumer prom. 3 Promote x x # of consumer promotions 6

3207 Administrate consumer promotions 32 Manage consumer prom. 3 Promote x x x # of consumer promotions 6

3208 Monitor consumer promotions 32 Manage consumer prom. 3 Promote x x x # of consumer promotions 6

3301 Negotiate and agree trade deals 33 Manage special trade deals 3 Promote x x x # of accounts 6

3302 Plan and execute deal events 33 Manage special trade deals 3 Promote x x x # of accounts 6

3303 Administrate trade deals 33 Manage special trade deals 3 Promote x x x # of accounts 6

3304 Monitor effectiveness of trade deals 33 Manage special trade deals 3 Promote x # of accounts 6

4101 Negotiate basic supplier agreement 41 Procure materials or fin. goods 4 Replenish x x x # of suppliers 6

4102 Manage supplier relations 41 Procure materials or fin. goods 4 Replenish x x x # of suppliers 6

4103 Forecast stock requirements 41 Procure materials or fin. goods 4 Replenish x x x # of SKU's 6

4104 Manage reclamation and aged products 41 Procure materials or fin. goods 4 Replenish x x x # of returned products 6

ActNo Activity Major Major Proc Business Mfct Whol Ret Activity driver Activity driver Cost type
ActNo Activity No Process SKU-related not SKU-related Indic.
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4105 Determine available delivery size 41 Procure materials or fin. goods 4 Replenish x x x # of orderlines 5

4106 Place replenishment orders and specify order delivery 41 Procure materials or fin. goods 4 Replenish x x x # of orderlines 5

4107 Place raw materials orders and specify order delivery 41 Procure materials or fin. goods 4 Replenish x x x # of orderlines 5

4201 Plan and monitor product delivery 42 Receive and store prod. or mat.4 Replenish x x x # of orderlines 5

4202 Receive and unload products or raw materials 42 Receive and store prod. or mat.4 Replenish x x x # of load units 3

4203 Checking incoming goods 42 Receive and store prod. or mat.4 Replenish x x x # of load units 3

4204 Administration of incoming goods 42 Receive and store prod. or mat.4 Replenish x x x # of orderlines 5

4205 Downsizing for storing 42 Receive and store prod. or mat.4 Replenish x x x # of units packed 3

4206 Repack or packout for storing 42 Receive and store prod. or mat.4 Replenish x x x # of units packed 3

4207 Putaway products or materials in warehouse 42 Receive and store prod. or mat.4 Replenish x x x # of load units 3

4208 Storage of products or materials in warehouse 42 Receive and store prod. or mat.4 Replenish x x x # of slot days 2

4209 Inventory cost of products or materials in warehouse 42 Receive and store prod. or mat.4 Replenish x x x Multidimensional 4

4210 Move products across dock 42 Receive and store prod. or mat.4 Replenish x x x # of load units 3

4301 Formulate products 43 Produce or refine products 4 Replenish x x x 1

4302 Plan, schedule and control production 43 Produce or refine products 4 Replenish x x x # of production runs 6

4303 Plan and issue orders for production 43 Produce or refine products 4 Replenish x x x # of production runs 6

4304 Produce product 43 Produce or refine products 4 Replenish x x x 3

4305 Package product 43 Produce or refine products 4 Replenish x x x 3

4306 Prepare special packings e.g. duo packs 43 Produce or refine products 4 Replenish x x x # of units special packed 3

4307 Manipulate or label products e.g. promotions 43 Produce or refine products 4 Replenish x x x # of units manipulated or labeled 3

4308 Test or inspect products 43 Produce or refine products 4 Replenish x x x # of SKU's 3

4309 Store products from production 43 Produce or refine products 4 Replenish x x x # of loads or dm3 in stock 3

4310 Refine or assemble finished product 43 Produce or refine products 4 Replenish x x x # of units assembled 3

4401 Maintain inventory policies and levels 44 Store products 4 Replenish x x x 1

4402 Manage inventory levels incl. stock reconciliations 44 Store products 4 Replenish x x x # of SKU's 5

4403 Backroom product handling 44 Store products 4 Replenish x # of cases 3

4404 Storage of products in backroom 44 Store products 4 Replenish x # of dm3 in stock 2

4405 Inventory cost of products in backroom 44 Store products 4 Replenish x Multidimensional 4

4406 Open case 44 Store products 4 Replenish x # of cases to be opened 3

4407 Price product 44 Store products 4 Replenish x # of Units priced 3

4408 Price shelf ends 44 Store products 4 Replenish x # of SKU's 3

4409 Putaway products in backroom 44 Store products 4 Replenish x # of units 3

4410 Storage of products on store shelf 44 Store products 4 Replenish x # of dm3 taken of shelf space taken 2

ActNo Activity Major Major Proc Business Mfct Whol Ret Activity driver Activity driver Cost type
ActNo Activity No Process SKU-related not SKU-related Indic.
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4411 Inventory cost of products on store shelf 44 Store products 4 Replenish x Multidimensional 4

4412 Refill store shelf 44 Store products 4 Replenish x # of cases 3

4413 Cleanup packing materials 44 Store products 4 Replenish x # of cases to be cleaned up 3

4414 Condition shelves 44 Store products 4 Replenish x # of events 3

4415 Retail store ordering 44 Store products 4 Replenish x # orderlines store 5

4501 Receive customer orders 45 Manage customer orders 4 Replenish x x x # of orderlines customer 5

4502 Consolidate and send delayed customer orders 45 Manage customer orders 4 Replenish x x x # of orderlines customer 5

4503 Consolidate salesmen customer orders 45 Manage customer orders 4 Replenish x x x # of orderlines customer via salesmen 5

4504 Override orders for known variations 45 Manage customer orders 4 Replenish x x x # of orderlines customer overridden 5

4505 Manage customer orders, queries or reclamations 45 Manage customer orders 4 Replenish x x x # of complaints 5

4601 Prepare picking papers or data 46 Pick orders and deliver prod. 4 Replenish x x x # of orderlines customer 3

4602 Pick orders and move to loading area 46 Pick orders and deliver prod. 4 Replenish x x x # of units moved 3

4603 Refill picking location from buffer 46 Pick orders and deliver prod. 4 Replenish x x x # of units moved 3

4604 Plan delivery routes and stops 46 Pick orders and deliver prod. 4 Replenish x x x # of orders 5

4605 Prepare shipping documents 46 Pick orders and deliver prod. 4 Replenish x x x # of orderlines customer 5

4606 Prepare load for despatch 46 Pick orders and deliver prod. 4 Replenish x x x # of loads 3

4607 Load vehicle 46 Pick orders and deliver prod. 4 Replenish x x x # of loads 3

4608 Move product between warehouse locations 46 Pick orders and deliver prod. 4 Replenish x x x Multidimensional 7

4609 Transport to customer 46 Pick orders and deliver prod. 4 Replenish x x x Multidimensional 7

4701 Receive empties 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x x x # of units of empties 3

4702 Clean or repair empties 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x x x # of units of empties 3

4703 Sort empties 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x x x # of units of empties 3

4704 Putaway empties 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x x x # of units of empties 3

4705 Storage of empties 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x x x # of dm3 of empties in stock 2

4706 Inventory cost of empties 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x x x Multidimensional 4

4707 Prepare empties for despatch 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x x x # of units of empties 3

4708 Load empties vehicle 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x x x # of loads of empties 3

4709 Transport empties 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x x x Multidimensional 7

4710 Administrate empties 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x x x # of returned load units 5

4711 Scrap returned products 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x # of scrapped units 3

4712 Handle recyclables 47 Handle returnables 4 Replenish x x x # of units 3

4801 Assemble payables information 48 Manage invoices 4 Replenish x x x # of invoice lines 5

4802 Check against order and delivery documents 48 Manage invoices 4 Replenish x x x # of invoice lines 5

ActNo Activity Major Major Proc Business Mfct Whol Ret Activity driver Activity driver Cost type
ActNo Activity No Process SKU-related not SKU-related Indic.
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4803 Resolve disputes with suppliers 48 Manage invoices 4 Replenish x x x # of invoice lines 5

4804 Issue payments for products or services 48 Manage invoices 4 Replenish x x x # of invoices 5

4805 Assemble receivables information 48 Manage invoices 4 Replenish x x x # of invoice lines 5

4806 Issue invoices to customers 48 Manage invoices 4 Replenish x x x # of invoices 5

4807 Resolve disputes with customers 48 Manage invoices 4 Replenish x x x # of disputes 5

4901 Maintain product bills of material 49 Maintain masterfile data 4 Replenish x x # of changes 6

4902 Maintain product processing records 49 Maintain masterfile data 4 Replenish x x # of changes 6

4903 Maintain product cost data 49 Maintain masterfile data 4 Replenish x x x # of changes 6

4904 Maintain product price records 49 Maintain masterfile data 4 Replenish x x x # of changes 6

4905 Maintain product inventory records 49 Maintain masterfile data 4 Replenish x x x # of changes 6

4906 Maintain scan data or EAN codes 49 Maintain masterfile data 4 Replenish x x x # of changes 6

4907 Maintain product testing records 49 Maintain masterfile data 4 Replenish x x x # of changes 6

4908 Maintain product logistics records 49 Maintain masterfile data 4 Replenish x x x # of changes 6

4909 Maintain customer records 49 Maintain masterfile data 4 Replenish x x x # of changes 6

5101 Establish vision and strategy 51 Manage the business 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5102 Set company policies 51 Manage the business 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5103 Monitor perfomance 51 Manage the business 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5104 Increase organisational effectiveness 51 Manage the business 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5105 Execute general business activities 51 Manage the business 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5201 Manage cash and treasury 52 Provide financial support 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5202 Provide tax services 52 Provide financial support 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5203 Provide general accounting services 52 Provide financial support 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5204 Control fixed assets and leasehold 52 Provide financial support 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5301 Operate current systems 53 Provide systems support 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5302 Develop new systems 53 Provide systems support 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5401 Provide payroll services 54 Provide HR support services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5402 Provide benefits services 54 Provide HR support services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5403 Provide retiree services 54 Provide HR support services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5404 Maintain employee records 54 Provide HR support services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5405 Administer employee activities 54 Provide HR support services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5406 Administer union contracts 54 Provide HR support services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5407 Counsel employees 54 Provide HR support services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5501 Provide legal advice 55 Provide legal counsel 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

ActNo Activity Major Major Proc Business Mfct Whol Ret Activity driver Activity driver Cost type
ActNo Activity No Process SKU-related not SKU-related Indic.
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5502 Provide prosecution or suit services 55 Provide legal counsel 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5503 Defend legal claims 55 Provide legal counsel 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5504 Control legal documents 55 Provide legal counsel 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5601 Manage public or community affairs 56 Manage public affairs 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5602 Manage legislative or government affairs 56 Manage public affairs 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5603 Manage industry relations 56 Manage public affairs 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5604 Manage regulatory affairs 56 Manage public affairs 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5605 Manage professional or association affairs 56 Manage public affairs 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5606 Manage investor relations 56 Manage public affairs 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5607 Manage media relations 56 Manage public affairs 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5701 Provide or operate real estate 57 Provide administrative services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5702 Provide or operate fleet 57 Provide administrative services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5703 Provide or operate administrative equipment 57 Provide administrative services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5704 Provide publication services 57 Provide administrative services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5705 Provide clerical or secretarial services 57 Provide administrative services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5706 Provide facility services 57 Provide administrative services 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5801 Manage corporate advertising 58 Manage corporate image 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

5802 Manage corporate sponsorship 58 Manage corporate image 5 Support enterprise x x x 1

ActNo Activity Major Major Proc Business Mfct Whol Ret Activity driver Activity driver Cost type
ActNo Activity No Process SKU-related not SKU-related Indic.
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THE ACTIVITY WIZARD

We are in “step 2” within our 6-step approach of assessing the profit impact of an ECR project,
i.e. “Mapping current and new activities”. The PIETF has developed an “Activity Wizard” to

facilitate the successful completion of this step.

The “Activity Wizard” is essentially a tool to evaluate, in a structured and organized way, a comprehensi-
ve list of standard activities, describing the supply chain from the manufacturer’s end of production-line
to the retailer’s checkout. Depending on the nature of the ECR improvement concept, only a certain 
number of different activities will be affected along the supply chain.

The “Activity Wizard” can provide a list of default activities related to certain standard ECR improve-
ment concepts. This allows the partners involved to concentrate on a limited number of activities and
links in the chain as a whole, which can significantly simplify and speed-up the completion of “step 2”
in the process. For example, the concept of “Supplier Consolidation” only affects a number of activities
in a manufacturer’s (or wholesaler’s) and retailer’s warehouse.

It is important to note that the default activities that the “Activity Wizard” selects for a specific impro-
vement concept are based on the experience of the PIETF-members. This selection is meant to provi-
de an initial guidance, without guaranteeing completeness. Ultimately, the partners involved need to
agree on the list of activities which they think best reflect their specific situation.

Knowing that real life seldom follows a strict standard and that we are dealing with a complex and dyna-
mic business, the design of this “Activity Wizard” allows for very flexible use. Activities going hand-in-
hand with new developments or special situations can be included, default selections can be modified
and enriched with the knowledge and experiences of the partners, and new and other specific impro-
vement concepts with related activities can also be defined and laid down. This is essential for creating
a common basis for project scope and understanding.

The “Activity Wizard” software, written by PAP, provides an easy-to-use platform to select and review
the activities related to a project together with facilities to save information for later use or distribution.
The selected activities may be both printed in condensed form and saved in Excel enabling the user to
generate further output if desired. The software operates on all versions of Windows from 3.11.
Installation instructions can be found on the CD-Rom. An online help is also included in the program. 

The “Wizard” will be of great help in focusing on, and setting down, the relevant activities involved. In
practical terms, the multidisciplinary users within the partnering teams are guided in a uniform way
through the supply chain. As they are passing the same points of reference (activities), discussion concer-
ning the various elements can now be more concrete, effective and structured. The “Wizard” here plays
the role of an enabler for communication. A clear starting point for the activities involved and their 
drivers can now be confirmed and considerable time saved when following the route to results.
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Main steps of the Activity Wizard
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ECR EUROPE COST / PROFIT MEASUREMENT TOOL REQUIREMENTS

The objective is to have a practical decision support tool for European retailers & suppliers which
will enable ongoing business measurement as well as one-off project quantification. The tool

should integrate supply and demand side quantification, be based on Activity Based Costing (ABC)
methodology (& “DPP compliant”) and must also be able to work on the basis of the ECR Europe
“Profit Impact of ECR “Activity List”. 
The following list gives additional key functionality requirements an advanced “cost/profit measure-
ment tool” should be able to provide.

Methodology
• Enables computation of both "top-down" high level costs (e.g. capital, overheads) and “build up” 

costs related to specific activities and processes, including the cost driven by products' different use of 
resources.

• Simple to understand and to validate while powerful enough to support complex supply chain 
scenarios.

Pan-European
• Handles different currencies and measurement systems.
• Has multi-language capabilities.

Accessible to vast majority of industry partners
• Provides “basic” and “expert” functionality reflecting different levels of sophistication and data availa-

bility of industry partners.
• Enables complex “full chain” supply chain cost and profit modeling.
• Enables default settings/industry standard data (e.g. by channel, by country) to be used to simplify

initial quantification work.
• Is offered at a reasonable price, i.e. the price should not represent a major stumbling-block for 

industry partners wanting to use it as a quantification tool.
• Can be run without “external expertise / resources” after training and implementation.

User-friendly
• Provides on-line guidance on “how-to” as well as on-line help function on “what” - from data input 

through analysis to results that can be implemented.
• Allows easy data import & export from/to various sources (e.g. to update volumes).
• Has interfaces to major shelf software packages such as Spaceman, Apollo, Intercept, etc.
• Uses simple and actionable error messages.
• Has a transparent calculation engine.
• Future needs:

- ability to support multiple database methodologies to enable analysis of centrally stored data,
- “real time” capabilities,
- “web-enabled”.

Strong reporting capabilities
• Provides easy and accessible standard (pre-set) reports and graphs which are grouped by type of analysis
• Allows user-defined “ad-hoc” reports to be drawn up rapidly.
• Can simply switch between different aggregation levels of results (e.g. SKU to category, Euro per 

case to Euro per year, etc.) and also has “filter” capabilities.
• Includes “what if?” scenario analysis.

Support of key ECR improvements concepts/application
• The standard must support:

- Efficient Assortment,
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- Efficient Replenishment, including key improvement concepts like Cross-Docking, EDI, CRP, 
efficient loading/unloading, centralized warehousing, delivery frequency, efficient unit loads, etc.,
- SKU/category profitability review.

• Useful to have are:
- Cost of Promotion.
- Cost of Product Introduction / Discontinuation.

• The tool must have good documentation and ongoing technical tool support must be ensured. In 
addition, it should be accompanied by guidance on how to properly utilize analysis and results in 
an ECR environment.
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The European ECR board has adopted 14 improvement concepts in the official European ECR
Scorecard. One of them is Activity Based Costing (ABC) which is a key enabler for the other 13 ECR
concepts.

Activity Based Costing is simply a method which organizes costs around the key activities in a process.
Due to its widely accepted advantages versus traditional cost accounting systems and the familiarity of
most companies with the basic principles, ABC was thought to be a sound building block of the PIETF
process to assess the profit impact of ECR.
ABC provides Management with cost information which cannot be derived from traditional account-
ing systems where overheads and indirect cost are usually controlled through cost center budgeting.
These costs are then allocated, if at all, to products and services using very crude allocation methods like
“% of turnover”. However, experience has shown that, in reality, resources are consumed disproportion-
ately, resulting in very different “true” cost and profit pictures which again could lead to very different
business priorities and decisions.
In net, ABC is providing a closer match between costs and output and enables Management to make
better business decisions.

There are basically two aspects to ABC - one is properly assigning costs to products and services and the other
is managing costs, resources and processes. The latter is also often referred to as “Activity Based
Management”.

Demand Management

Strategy & 
capabilities

Optimize 
assortments

Optimize 
promotions

Optimize 
introductions

Supply management

Integrated
suppliers

Reliable
operations

Synchronized
production

Continuous 
replenishment

Cross 
docking

Automated
store 

ordering

Enabling technologies

Electronic data
interchange (EDI)

Electronic Commerce

Electronic fund
transfer (EFT)

Item coding 
and database
maintenance

Activity Based
Costing

ABC
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Cost Assignment

Resources
- salaries
- equipement
- …

- # of hours
- …

Example:

- unload truck
- put away
- …

- # of pallets
- …

- SKU’s
- …

Resource Cost
Assignment

Activities

Activity Cost
Assignment

Cost Object

Resource
Driver

Activity
Driver

Cost Assignment
In ABC accounting, costs are allocated to cost objects on the basis of an activity and driver assignment.
Resources such as salaries, depreciation, etc. are assigned through resource drivers to activities (-> activities
consume resources). These “costed” activities are then linked through activity drivers to cost objects like
products and services (-> cost objects consume activities).
The cost information about resources can be obtained from the General Ledger. The General Ledger
basically describes what is spent while activities describe how it is spent.

Activity Based Management
Next to improved product costing which is described above, ABC provides the data to work on process
improvements.  A clear understanding of cost drivers and activities is required to design or re-engineer
business processes and to manage resources. Both have an impact on the structural process cost and both
will need to be work-ed with the objective of serving the customer at optimal cost levels.
Cost drivers are causing activities to use resources (-> Why is work done?). They are design factors that
influence a change in cost of several related activities. 
An analysis of the activities performed will reveal non value-adding activities which are either incurring
cost without any change in the value of the product or where the costs are outweighing the benefit as
perceived by the customer.
Knowing the cost drivers and the activities within a process also allows quantification of the cost aspect
of typical cost/benefit trade-off situations, for example the cost of holding higher inventories versus the
benefit of improved service level.
The understanding gained on both cost drivers and activities, can then be reflected in the definition of
a performance indicator framework measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of the process 
(-> How well work is done.).
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Performance
IndicatorsActivities

Activity Based Management

Cost
Drivers

Example:
Checking policy - check incoming goods by case - % perfect deliveries

- booking & control - cost of checking process
-… - time to unload truck

-…

At the end of the day ABC is just data, which only becomes powerful when used properly to manage a
business. Companies embracing ABC today will still benefit from some competitive edge in the 
market but in the near future Activity Based Costing will become part of the basic “ABC of business”
everybody needs to know to remain in the market.

Activity
An activity is a specific part of the work performed within a process.  Activities are described with one
or more verbs and a linked object, such as “replenishing stock in the store”, “purchasing raw mate-
rial” or “planning a promotion”. A rule of thumb is that activities are described when they consume
more than 5% of a person’s time or 5% of the capacity of a cost carrier. Activities can be grouped into
major activities and business processes.
To note, the PIETF “Activity Wizard” attached to this guidebook helps to identify the activities which
are related to a specific ECR improvement concept.

Resource driver
Defines how much costs per resource and per cost category are allocated to activities.  For example:
when “# of hours” is used as the resource driver, the salary cost of a truck lift driver can be allocated
to the activities of “unloading a truck”, “putting away load”, etc. depending on the time these activi-
ties consume.

Activity driver
Activities are assigned to cost objects through activity drivers. Activity drivers describe how cost
objects consume activities. For example: for moving a pallet within a warehouse the activity driver is
the “# of pallets”. Activity drivers need to properly reflect the relationship between the activity and
the cost object, for example “planning a promotion” is driven by the number of promotions and not
by the number of products that are sold during the promotion.

Cost object
Object to which costs are finally assigned, in fact the “consumer” of an activity. Examples are SKUs,
categories, services, clients, suppliers, etc.
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The following books were used as references in the PIETF work, and for the writing 
of this guidebook. The PIETF would like to express special thanks to the ECR Nederland Cost 

Allocation Steering Team for their generous collaboration in the alignment of both the methodologies 
and “Activity List” for cost / profit measurement in ECR developed by the two 

Task Forces simultaneously.

“Het in kaart brengen van ECR - effecten”:
The Profit Impact of ECR Initiatives. A Practical Guide for Partners in ECR Initiatives

ECR Nederland, Cost Allocation Steering team*, 1998

The Official European Scorecard
ECR Europe, 1997

Category Management Best Practices Report
ECR Europe, 1997

European Value Chain Analysis Study
ECR Europe, 1997

Activity Based Costing for Food Wholesalers and Retailers
Joint Industry Project on Efficient Consumer Response (USA) / Ernst & Young / LLP, 1994

The Cost to Serve - An ABC Framework for Joint Supply Chain Costing
ECR UK / Institute of Grocery Distribution (UK), 1998

Cost & Effect; Using Integrated Cost Systems to Drive Profitability and Performance
by Robert S. Kaplan & Robin Cooper, 1998

An ABC Manager’s Primer - Straight Talk on Activity Based Costing
by Gary Cokins, Alan Stratton & Jack Helbling

The Balanced Scorecard - Translating Strategy into Action
by Robert S. Kaplan & David P. Norton, 1994

Performance Measurement - Applying Value Chain Analysis to the Grocery Industry
Joint Industry project on Efficient Consumer Response (USA) / Food Marketing Institute, 1994

* The book was published in the Netherlands and does not exist in English.
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